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THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Voices from Aleppo – "We are all human, why is
the West killing human beings in Syria?"

Hisham Kayali in front of the destroyed house in Al Zahraa, west Aleppo. Photo:
Vanessa Beeley

A few days ago I posted a photo of Hisham Kayali – and I described
our conversation. Now, I will publish the full unedited speech from
this fractured, noble human being because the Syrian people have been
systematically edited out of our consciousness by the corporate media
– they have been ignored and marginalised because they are the wrong
kind of Syrian, even though they are the vast majority who believe in
their government and their army over extremist, mass-murdering
gangs who would abuse, torture and execute them. Pg 1-2

Intimidating or Coercing a Civilian Population Is
Terrorism. Right?

SAA Continues to Liberate
‘Every Inch;’ Helmets to Release
Fake Chemical Video; Terrorists’
Sabotage, Abandoned Weapons

The al Nusra White Helmets have
finished a new chemical hoax video so
that Trump will bomb Syria for
alQaeda, again. Pg 6-7

Zionist Terror in London
They destroyed the Labour Party
(https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/asawinstanley/we-slaughtered-jeremy-corbynsays-israel-lobbyist),

now they have
launched a campaign against the
British arts scene. Will they
successfully abuse the moniker of antiSemitism to destroy any place, person
or organization where they sense
opposition? Pg 7-8

Additional Articles
So Trump’s ‘peace plan’ threatening to wipe out the Palestinians’
legitimate rights and reduce them to a fragmented vassal mini-state
with restricted freedom and limited self-rule, to be forever at the
mercy of their cruel and lawless neighbor, is a terror document. Right?
Pg 2-5

Trump’s State of the Union address: half MAGA
rally, half Resistance Protest, full-on reality TV
drama
Tuesday’s State of the Union dubbed “the launching of the great
American comeback” came just a day after the Iowa caucuses in the
2020 presidential election and a day before Trump was acquitted of
both articles of impeachment by the Senate. Pg 5-6

Saudi Arabia biggest loser in war
against Yemen: Pg 8-9
My bottom lines on the China
epidemic: Pg 9-12
Nobody Sets Out To Become A War
Propagandist. It Just Sort Of
Happens: Pg 12-14
Al-Qaeda’s Air Force? Erdogan
Protecting HTS in Idlib, Threatens
to Attack Advancing Syrian Army:
Pg 15-16

US Policy Vs. Iran: Apex
Desperation: 16-18
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Voices from Aleppo
– "We are all
human, why is the
West killing human
beings in Syria?"

you will have seen the images of for 3 days, to bring an end to the
a house burning against the night daily attacks from the armed
sky and the later images of a
gangs nesting & prowling in the
house, collapsed in on itself after West Aleppo suburbs.
the attack.

Source:
https://thewallwillfall.org/2020/02/06/v
oices-from-aleppo-we-are-all-humanwhy-is-the-west-killing-human-beingsin-syria/

By Vanessa Beeley
They deserve to be heard and we
The house in Al Zahraa, west Aleppo.
deserve their anger and their
Photo: Vanessa Beeley
The destroyed house in Al Zahraa, west
accusations.
Aleppo, targeted by western-backed The first man, Hisham Kayali,
terrorist groups. Photo: Vanessa
came over to me. He was clearly
After we had finished speaking,
Beeley
distressed, heartbroken. His eyes
Hisham invited me to his house
were pools of hurt and pain. He
– “please let me know in
As we pulled up in the car, a
started to talk to me, with what
advance so I can prepare
slim middle-aged man was
myself” – despite all his rage
clambering up the rubble to one little Arabic I understand, I knew
he was saying that he considers
and confusion, he extended this of the rooms that had been
me a sister in humanity, why
invitation. This is Syria.
destroyed. He pulled a stillpristine bed-cover out from the would any human being do this,
Here is what I wrote
dust and brittle remains of the this senseless killing? What had
Syria done to anyone, the safest
immediately after meeting
building – clutching it to his
Hisham in Al Zahraa, Aleppo. chest he descended by the rubble country in the world before
slope, sliding and slipping on his 2011, Syria welcomed everyone,
why was the world doing this to
“Sometimes words are not
way down.
them?
needed here in Syria. The
expression in eyes that have seen A friend of his, wearing a fur
As he spoke to me, his words
too much, in faces that have
hat, was standing on the
aged prematurely because of the pavement. He seemed in shock, contained both anguish and
anger. I hear this so often from
trauma and grief they have
shaken and disbelieving. It
reflected. The depth of sorrow, turned out that he was a friend of people suddenly able to express
confusion and rage burns any
one of the martyrs in this attack, their impotence and rage at what
heart that opens itself to the
Dr Muhammad Bakro who had the West has forced them to
suffering of the Syrian people
been sleeping on the third floor endure – years of bloodshed and
after nine years of relentless war when the rocket hit the building. misery. They are reduced to
and death.
Another martyr was also dug out shadows of their former selves
from under the crumpled house, by all that they witness and all
Two days ago I visited the house Nour Walid Nashed. Two lives they have lost.
in Al Zahraa district of West
snuffed out while they slept
Aleppo that was hit by a terrorist through the Syrian Arab Army I filmed him speaking to me and
missile a few days ago. Many of military campaign that had raged I will be publishing soon but I
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wanted to share this photo of
It deals with Blocking Property
Hisham – I hope it haunts
and Prohibiting Transactions
everyone who believes war will With Persons Who Commit,
bring peace or that we, in the
Threaten To Commit, or Support
West, have some kind of
Terrorism. And for this purpose,
monopoly over
the term ‘‘terrorism’’ means an
“humanitarianism” because
activity that—
what we have done to #Syria is a
hellish vision of what Humanity (i) involves a violent act or an
should be.”
act dangerous to human life,
property, or infrastructure; and

Hisham Kayali. Photo: Vanessa Beeley

Voices from Aleppo – "We are
all human, why is the West
killing human beings in
Syria?"
https://youtu.be/c63uR2MdLug

Intimidating or
Coercing a Civilian
Population Is
Terrorism. Right?
Source:
https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/palestine/3865intimidating-or-coercing-a-civilianpopulation-is-terrorism.html

By Stuart Littlewood
The US administration uses GW
Bush's Executive Order 13224,
Section 3, to outlaw and crush
any individual, any organisation
or any nation that gets in its way.

With America, it’s always the
other guys who are terrorists.
“For over a decade, Gaza has
been ruled by Hamas, a terror
organization, responsible for the
murder and maiming of
thousands of Israelis,” says
Trump’s land-grab plan.

It adds: “Israel’s withdrawal
from Gaza nearly 15 years ago
was meant to advance peace.
(ii) appears to be intended—
Instead, Hamas, an
internationally recognized
(a) to intimidate or coerce a
terrorist group, gained control
civilian population;
over the territory, and increased
attacks on Israel, including the
(b) to influence the policy of a launching of thousands of
government by intimidation or rockets…. As a result of Hamas’
coercion; or
terror and misrule, the people of
Gaza suffer from massive
(c) to affect the conduct of a
unemployment, widespread
government by assassination or poverty, drastic shortages of
kidnapping.
electricity and potable water,
and other problems that threaten
The joke is that the US itself,
to precipitate a wholesale
and its special buddy Israel, fall humanitarian crisis.”
straight in. It fits them like a
glove. And they can’t see it.
The White House and their Tel
Aviv puppetmasters still delude
The Center for Strategic and
themselves that they can fool all
International Studies (CSIS) is the people all the time. But
unhappy with the way the US
alternative media speaking truth
State Department defines
to power is increasingly heard,
terrorism, pointing out that it
so fewer people are swallowing
only includes "violent acts
their lies. The Trump plan claims
carried out by non-state actors". the governance structure in Gaza
Where the Department, in its
is run by terrorists who provoke
main report, does include "State confrontations, therefore, Israel
Sponsors of Terrorism” it means will only implement its
only nations that sponsor non- obligations under the Peace
state actors. Nowhere does it
Agreement if the Palestinian
address the fact that states
Authority or some other body
commit direct acts of terrorism acceptable to Israel is in full
or the extent to which non-state control of Gaza and Gaza is fully
actors are simply reacting to
demilitarized. It threatens that
such terrorism.
Hamas, if it is to play a role in a
Palestinian government, must
2
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adopt the Quartet principles,
which include “unambiguously
and explicitly recognizing the
State of Israel, committing to
non-violence, and accepting
previous agreements and
obligations between the parties,
including the disarming of all
terrorist groups”. There’s no
similar obligation placed on
Israel, no symmetry whatsoever.
At every opportunity, Hamas
and Hezbollah, legitimate
resisters to Israeli aggression,
are demonized. It’s a bit rich for
any ally of Israel to call Hamas
terrorists. It would be very
difficult objectively to classify
Hamas as a terror government,
given the context of decades of
brutal military occupation,
economic suffocation, ethnic
cleansing and denial of human
rights at the hands of a lawless
intruder. And never mind the
fact that Hamas was voted into
power in full and fair elections.
In contrast, the state of Israel
was founded on terror, which is
well documented. Some years
ago a colleague sent me a list of
terror techniques in the Middle
East “first used by Zionists”.
They had appeared on several
forums with requests for
corrections. I’d seen evidence
for some, but others were new to
me. I mention them here only as
claims and invite readers to
point out any errors.
•Bombs in Cafés: first
used by Zionists in
Palestine on March 17,
1937 in Jaffa (actually
grenades).

•Bombs on Buses: first
used by Zionists in
Palestine August 20September 26, 1937

•Car-bomb: first used by
Zionists against the
British near Jaffa 5
December 1946.

•Drive-by
shootings with automatic
weapons: IZL [Irgun] in
1937-38 and 1947-48
(Morris, Righteous
Victims, p681.)

•Letter Bombs: first
used by Zionists in June
1947 against members of
the British government,
20 of them.

•Bombs in Market
Places: first used by
Zionists on July 6, 1938
in Haifa. (Delayedaction, electrically
detonated)
•Bombing of a
passenger ship: first
used by the Zionists in
Haifa on 25 November
1940, killing over 200 of
their own fellows.
•Bombing of Hotels:
first used by Zionists on
July 22, 1946 in
Jerusalem [the infamous
attack by Irgun on the
King David Hotel which
served as the central
offices of the British
Mandatory authority of
Palestine] Irgun’s leader,
Menachem Begin, went
on to become Prime
Minister of Israel.
•Suitcase bombing: first
used by Zionists on
October 1, 1946 against
British Embassy in
Rome.
•Mining of Ambulances:
First used by Zionists on
October 31, 1946 in
Petah Tikvah.
3

•Parcel Bomb: first used
by Zionists against the
British in London 3
September 1947.
•Reprisal murder of
hostages: first used by
Zionists against the
British in Netanya area
on 29 July 1947.
•Truck-bombs: first
used by Zionists 4
January 1948 in the
centre of Jaffa, killing 26.
•Aircraft hijacking:
world-first state hijack by
Israeli jets Dec 1954 on a
Syrian civilian airliner
(random seizure of
hostages to recover 5
spies).
•Biological Warfare:
pathogens used by
Zionists in 1948, prior to
the seizure of Acre,
putting typhus into the
water supply.
•Chemical Warfare:
nerve gas very likely
used by Zionists in
February/March 2001 in
at least 8 attacks in Khan
Younis and Gharbi
refugee camps (Gaza)
and the town of Al-Bireh
(West Bank).
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Thermobaric effects are
•Nuclear threats made attacks in the street, in the
market place and at home.
devastating. “Those near the
by Zionists e.g. 2003:
ignition point are obliterated.
"We have the capability
Those at the fringe are likely to
to take the world down What doctors saw led them to
believe
that
a
new
generation
of
suffer many internal, and thus
with us. And I can assure
weapons was being tested.
invisible injuries, including
you that that will
Common
to
all
victims
was
the
burst eardrums and crushed
happen, before Israel
goes under." - Remarks lack of visible wounds, but they inner ear organs, severe
of Martin Van Creveld, a had serious internal edema and concussions, ruptured lungs and
hemorrhage with loss of blood internal organs, and possibly
professor of military
history at Israel’s Hebrew from all orifices. All the bodies blindness. The destruction,
University, 1 Feb 2003. had a covering of dark powder death, and injury are caused by
making them look black, but
the blast wave,” says one report.
We can probably add “sofa
they were not burnt. Clothes and
slaughter” with armed drones. hair were not damaged or burnt. Another, in Defense Technology,
The Israelis use this armchair
says: “Each tissue type… is
technique extensively in Gaza, Electron microscope scans
compressed, stretched, sheared
unleashing death and destruction showed the presence of
or disintegrated by overload
on civilians by remote control at phosphorous, iron and
according to its material
no personal risk to themselves. magnesium at below normally properties. Internal organs that
There are interesting variations detectable levels. Elements that contain air (sinuses, ears, lungs
too. For example, during the 40- are used as additives to boost the and intestines) are particularly
day siege of the Church of the blast of thermobaric (fuel-air
vulnerable to blast.”
Nativity in Bethlehem in 2002 energy) bombs and grenades
the Israeli Occupation Force set were found on skin samples, but Is the US sure it hasn’t supplied
up cranes on which were
none of these could be seen by its bosom-pal Israel with these
mounted robotic machine guns instruments normally used in
horrendous items knowing
under video control. According hospitals and emergency wards. perfectly well they’d use them
to eye-witnesses eight defenders,
against women and children
including the bell-ringer, were The United States had developed packed like sardines in Gaza?
murdered, some by the armchair thermobaric bombs and grenades
button-pushers and some by
for the war against “terror” in And let's not forget the
regular snipers.
Afghanistan. “All enemy
assassinations and extra-judicial
personnel within the effective

executions. In the US there’s a

Banned horror weapons radius will suffer lethal effects presidential prohibition on
spread terror
as opposed to the conventional assassination except in war
fragmentation round.” These
There's also the use, suspected weapons produce a thermobaric
or real, of prohibited weapons to overpressure blast and leave no
put Palestinians in a state of fear. fragments on or in the victims'
In July 2006 doctors in Lebanon bodies, making it all the more
difficult to provide proper care
and Gaza were saying: “We
for the injured. “This fact
never saw before wounds and
corpses like those that arrive in already puts them outside
established conventions of war,
the ward…” The majority of
victims were women, children regardless of whether they are
used against military or
and elders caught in Israeli
civilians,” say the doctors.
4

situations, but if they can
conjure up an intelligence
'finding' that enables them to
label the target a 'terrorist,' and
claim assassination is an act of
self-defense in a war situation,
they're in the clear – as Trump
demonstrated when ordering
Soleimani killed.
But for Israel, there are no such
restraints. Assassination became
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an official Israeli policy in 1999.
Their preferred method is the
air-strike, which is lazy and
often messy, as demonstrated in
2002 when Israeli F-16
warplanes bombed the house of
Sheikh Salah Shehadeh, the
military commander of Hamas,
in Gaza City killing not just him
but at least 11 other Palestinians
including seven children, and
wounding 120 others.

had a little something for
everyone.

Utah. Romney is also the only
Senator in US history to vote to
remove a president from his own
The most talked about incident, party in an impeachment trial.
however, was when Speaker of Romney voted “guilty” on
the House Nancy Pelosi
article 1, for abuse of power, and
proceeded to rip a copy of
“not guilty” on article 2, for
President Trump’s speech while obstruction of Congress. On the
still on camera, as soon as he
Senate floor Romney said that
had finished his hour and a half he supports a lot of what
long annual address. In what
President Trump has done but
could be described as a wrestling his promise before God was to
match between the opposing
apply impartial justice and to put
Which brings us back to
parties US political divide was his feelings and political biases
Trump’s so-called peace deal
on full display for the world to aside. What did Romney benefit
designed to deny Palestinians
mock.
from his vote? Nothing, aside
their rights and put them in fear
from maybe a little favor with
for their freedom, security,
Pelosi’s attempts to downplay or the liberals.
sovereignty, prosperity, dignity, justify her actions by saying “it
and hopes for nation-building – was the courteous thing to do
After two months of what Trump
now and forever.
considering the alternatives”, referred to as a “witch hunt”, the
didn’t do much to stifle the
fact-finding and closed-door
It’s the very model of a vile
bipartisan condemnation she
depositions were followed by
terror document.
received. The disgraced 79-year- public hearings in December.
old Democratic leader’s bold
Now with the acquittal a
message speaks more disgraceful chapter in the
Trump’s State of the nonverbal
of her inability to effectively
Democratic Party’s book has
Union address: half handle the pressures that come closed and with it any chance of
this coveted position than Trump being forced out of office
MAGA rally, half with
any sort of resistance message before his term is over.
Resistance Protest, she was hoping to send to the
Some have even called for Democrats have essentially
full-on reality TV Left.
her to resign as House Speaker. gifted Trump his next presidency
drama
on a silver platter. One can’t
On Wednesday, US President
help but wonder how incredibly
Source:
Donald J. Trump became the
inept and poorly executed their
http://infobrics.org/post/30301/
third US president in history to plans have been since the 2016
be impeached by the House and election. The “he is not my
By Sarah Abed
acquitted by the Senate. Ending president” crowd led by the
white coat mafia is spiteful and
What could best be described as the impeachment process and
undeniably biased. These
a reality TV drama on steroids, almost guaranteeing him a
second
term,
the
president
was
individuals wouldn’t dare
part MAGA rally and part
acquitted
during
the
Senate
trial
criticize the previous
Resistance protest with several
on both articles of impeachment. administrations many faults,
theatrical performances that
some of which led us into wars
tugged at the heart strings and
others that took exploitation and The only Republican that voted that have cost millions of people
in favor of convicting President their lives but they will eagerly
emotional manipulation to
scrutinize the current
another level, this year’s SOTU Trump was Mitt Romney of
5
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administrations every word and
deed, and regardless if it’s to the
nations benefit or not, they will
trash it.

However, in this political circus,
at least since 2016 till 2024 it
looks like the Republicans are
on top and the Democrats, by
their own doing, are digging
The left claims to be working in themselves into a deeper grave
the best interest of the average by the day.
American but has essentially
created the perfect storm which Now to say that the Left and
not only gives President Trump’s Right can’t agree on anything
his highest job approval ratings would be an exaggeration.
since he took office in 2017,
During the State of the Union
which according to Gallup polls address there were a few
has risen to 49% but inflates his nauseating moments where both
already enormous ego. Why is it sides seemed in sync. One such
that war crimes and crimes
rare show of solidarity came
against humanity which were
when both sides eagerly
committed by the Obama
applauded the failed US-puppet
administration never warrant a Venezuelan opposition leader
mention? If Democrats had a
Juan Guaido. Guaido isn’t the
just bone in their body, they
legitimate president of
would have named and shamed Venezuela, but like a scene out
previous President’s just as they of a zombie movie, President
have done to the current
Trump introduced the stiff CIAadministration but that’s never backed puppet and the crowd
going to happen.
went wild with applause.
Braindead attendees rose in
It’s hard to tell what’s worse, unison to give him a standing
the Left who is blinded by hate ovation. Had Guaido and his US
and is willing to burn the
sponsors not failed miserably to
country down to get rid of
unseat President Nicholas
President Trump or the Right Maduro, Guaido wouldn’t
which considers Trump their currently be on tour trying to
Lord and Savior and chooses garner support leading him to
to live in ignorant bliss and
the White House.
blindly accepts whatever
Emperor Trump and his
If the Left truly cared about the
administration dish out.
US’s domestic and foreign
policies and wanted to bring
Anyone who hasn’t been
about any meaningful change,
brainwashed into thinking either they need to bring more to the
of the two parties have our best table than just boycotts and
interest at heart can see that both protests, to be taken seriously.
parties are flawed and suffer
from the inability to effectively
discern fact from fiction or put
biases aside and focus on
America first.
6

SAA Continues to
Liberate ‘Every
Inch;’ Helmets to
Release Fake
Chemical Video;
Terrorists’
Sabotage,
Abandoned
Weapons
Source: https://www.syrianews.cc/saacontinues-to-liberate-every-inchhelmets-to-release-fake-chemicalvideo/

By Miri Wood
Syrian Arab Army units continue
to fulfill President Assad’s
promise to liberate every inch of
Syrian soil, from NATOsponsored pathogens. On 4
February, the SAA announced
that the villages of Tal al Aghar,
Tweil al Halib, Barissa,
Hammadat, Um al Sharshouh
and Tal Sultan, east of Saraqib,
had been cleansed of what has
rightfully been called the
filthiest of the filth.
Also newly liberated is the al
Nairab village north of the
Aleppo-Lattakia International
Highway. At this writing, the
SAA is engaged in ground-toground battle with the savage
terrorist gangs, near Kaddour
and Rwaiha, southwest of
Saraqib.
In the newly liberated area of
Kafr Laha in the al Houla area of
northern Homs countryside, the
SAA discovered — surprise! —
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another huge cache of
contained and extinguished. He
abandoned weapons and
noted that some damaged units
ammunition. The mostly NATO are being assessed, but that
weapons found — and some
technical cadres are mitigating
found “inside a hole at one of the “damage to ensure the
the schools in Kafri Laha” — continuity of gas flow to the
automatics rifles, sniper
generation plants” and that
specialty rifles, mortars (bombs), “there will not be a large effect
rockets (bombs), and explosive on the issue of the local market’s
devices (also bombs).
supplies.”
Unfortunately, terrorist savages
do not like to go willingly and
dislike the loss of their weapons
of slaughter, that cost the NATO
taxpayer — especially the
American NATO taxpayer,
which Trump insists is
overburdened — a heavy price,
the cannon fodder of the NATO
Empire showed its collective
Captagon rage in new acts of
bombing and sabotage.

diplomatic letter, as they earlier
ignored OPCW Inspector Ian
Henderson’s statement to the
Arria Formula process on 20
January.
Mr. Henderson stated there was
no chemical attack in Douma
(https://www.syrianews.cc/un-arriaformula-douma-meeting-war-crimesagainst-syria-opcw-corruption/).

We have always noticed that
terrorists launch attacks as a
Zionist Terror in
means to exert direct pressure,
London
but we can get over that through
using alternative plans, and they
Source:
will not succeed in their
https://gilad.online/writings/2020/1/31/
schemes and we are able to
zionist-terror-in-london
overcome this crisis soon.
Oil Minister Ali Ghanem
By Gilad Atzmon

THE RUSSIAN DEFENSE
The 606 Jazz Club and its
MINISTRY HAS
owner, Steve Rubie, have been
ANNOUNCED THAT THE
subjected to a constant barrage
At dawn on 4 February, the
TERRORISTS OF THE SOof pressure and threats for
criminally insane terrorists used CALLED THE WHITE
hosting my concert. In a familiar
drone bombs and mortars to
HELMETS ARE PREPARING first act, a Jewish “member of
inflame the al Rayyan Gas
TO PUBLISH A FABRICATED the public” asked the 606 to
Station, the South Central
VIDEO ON A CHEMICAL
explain why the club gives a
Region Gas Factory, the Ebla
ATTACK IN IDLIB.
[music] platform to me, whom
Gas Factory, and the Homs
he duplicitously calls ‘an antiRefinery. These malignant
On Monday 27 January, Syria’s Semite and a Holocaust denier.’
actions meant to sever Syrians Foreign and Expatriates Ministry The UK Jewish press
from essential energy needs,
dispatched a diplomatic letter to (https://www.thejc.com/news/uknews/jazz-club-defends-decision-tocomes within days of unknown, the UN Secretary-General
highly trained spec
Antonio Gutteres and to the head host-antisemite-gilad-atzmon1.496203) avidly repeated the lies
operatives/mercenaries cutting of the Security Council,
the undersea pipelines in
reporting that another fabricated about me. Ludicrous
Baniyas
chemical attack is planned in the accusations were made. The club
was told that I advocate the
(https://www.syrianews.cc/spec-ops- Idlib-Aleppo area, under the
‘burning of synagogues.’ I was
or-skilled-mercs-bomb-baniyasdirection of Turkey
accused of suggesting that
undersea-pipelines-again/).
(https://www.syrianews.cc/syria“Hitler was right after all.” The
warns-un-of-impending-fabricatedaccusations are false and, of
Minister of Oil & Mineral
chemical-attack/).
course, unsourced as they cannot
Resources Engineer Ali Ghanem
be found anywhere in my work.
told the media that the terrorists The NATO P3 dominated UN
If I were a Hitler supporter who
continue to target the oil sector, and the NATO stenographer
and that these fires were quickly journalists have all ignored that urged burning synagogues,
7
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certainly these campaigners
“Campaign Against
would have used Britain’s strict Antisemitism will be selecting a
hate speech laws to have me
number of future dates on which
spend some time behind bars..
to picket the @606Club over its
decision to provide notorious
I have played in the 606 club for antisemite Gilad Atzmon with a
many years and Steve and I have
platform.”
spent many hours discussing
Israel and its politics. Steve has This should horrify every Brit,
no doubts that the accusations Jew and Gentile, as it horrifies
against me are unfounded.
me. In 2017 a similar CAA
Yesterday he wrote a moving
campaign ended in a vicious
statement
attack on an audience member
(https://www.606club.co.uk/statement/) who suffered a serious eye
explaining why I am invited to injury
play at his club on a regular
(https://gilad.online/writings/2017/8/7/
first-violent-attack-against-jazzbasis despite the constant
pressure he endures. Amazingly, audience).
Steve had to point out that The
606 is “a music venue first and This morning I decided that in
the light of the CAA’s threats, I
foremost. We are here to
am withdrawing from the gig. I
promote the best in UK music
do not want to see the art scene
and Gilad falls in that
obliterated by an insane Zionist
category…” This is without
regard to Steve’s disagreement pressure group. I certainly don’t
with most of my political views. want British artists and
audiences subjected to violence.
Steve’s explained the basic core I did this despite my concerns
about the consequences of
western value that political
bowing to anti-cultural bullies
disagreement is no reason to
stop the music. Are we to live in and my obligation to the British
a land where Tories and Labour artists who have played with me
block each other’s arts events? for decades and whose
livelihoods depends on such
Ridiculous. But apparently
kosher in the case of supporters gigs.
of Israel and its critics. The
Campaign Against Antisemitism Of far larger concern is that a
(CAA) were not persuaded by pressure group that tweets its
the simple truth of Steve’s letter. call for volunteers to destroy our
Last night, the CAA launched its art scene enjoys such impunity
in Britain. How is it that British
new strategy, to threaten and
then harass the Jazz community, tax benefits granted charitable
the club, that artists and the jazz status to the benefit of the CAA
audience whenever it so decides. that openly threatens to harass
A few hours ago the CAA posted the Jazz community, its
audience, venues and artists?
the this Tweet:
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I deeply believe that Britain
must reinstate its liberal and
universal values of tolerance and
diversity, and as a first step, I
intend to file a complaint against
the CAA with the Charity
Commission
(https://www.gov.uk/complain-aboutcharity). I ask you to examine
their rules and decide if you
want to do the same.

Saudi Arabia
biggest loser in war
against Yemen
Source:
http://syriatimes.sy/index.php/news/reg
ional/46629-saudi-arabia-biggest-loserin-war-against-yemen

By Raghda Sawas

The bloody campaign led by the
regime in Saudi Arabia against
Yemen will enter its sixth year
next month, and Riyadh has
almost entirely failed to achieve
its goals due to resistance
manifested by Yemeni fighters
who have not only successfully
fought back but also inflicted
significant damage upon the
Saudi war machine.
On January 25, Yemeni army
troops and allied fighters from
Popular Committees launched a
massive offensive, code-named
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Bonyan al-Marsoos (Firm
Structure), to confront a major
act of aggression by the Saudiled forces that were targeting the
capital Sana'a.

skies over Saudi Arabia’s border As always, I suggest that readers
Jizan region.
go through my recent articles on
the China epidemic (archive here
Saree said at least 1,500 forces https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/cate
of the Saudi-led coalition had
gory/sars/). I can’t recapitulate all
been killed and 1,830 others
the relevant findings every time
The Yemeni counterattack not sustained wounds in the
I write a new piece.
only thwarted the planned Saudi operation. Nearly 170 others
offensive but also liberated all were detained by Yemeni forces,
This article is a kind of summary
areas of Nihm district, in Sana’a he added.
of where I stand, at this moment.
province, from the grips of
A rather crowded snapshot.
Saudi-led forces. The massive The Firm Structure operation,
operation was backed by drone which began on January 30, also
Judging from the history of
cover.
led to the destruction of 17
battalions of the enemy forces, epidemics that turned out to be
Yemen's Arabic-language alfurther added the Yemeni army’s duds—West Nile, bird flu,
SARS, Swine Flu, and so on—
Masirah television network,
top official.
and judging from my research
citing spokesman for Yemen’s
Armed Forces Brigadier General Saree said the massive operation on these frauds—I see no reason
to jump the gun and say, “This
Yahya Saree, said in a detailed involved at least 41 aerial
one is different.”
report on Monday that Bonyan attacks, conducted by Yemeni
al-Marsoos operation led to the combat drones, against positions
liberation of vast areas in the
of Saudi-led forces both inside Every time one of these
northern province of Jawf and Yemen and inside Saudi Arabia. threatening clouds passes across
the sun, all sorts of people in
the central province of Ma’rib.
According to the report, Yemeni both the mainstream and
Yemeni army soldiers foil a
forces also conducted 21 missile alternative press make dire
major offensive by Saudi-led
attacks against targets in airports predictions, ranging from “this
looks like a global pandemic,”
militiamen against the capital
of Jizan and Najran, two
to “the virus is a bio-weapon
Sana’a.
southern provinces of Saudi
and will kill millions,” to the
Arabia, and that of Abha, the
ever-popular, “this is THE BIG
During a press conference, Saree provincial capital of Saudi
ONE.”
added that Yemeni forces
province of Asir. The missile
managed to liberate a total of
attacks also targeted the Saudi
2,500 square meters of land from Aramco oil facilities, which had And then, when the dust clears,
and the dud is exposed, amnesia
the clutches of invaders.
also come under attack by
Yemeni missiles and drones last about having made those
predictions sets in.
The Yemeni forces had also
year.
managed to seize dozens of
tanks, armored vehicles, military My bottom lines on Now we have a variety of people
claiming they know the Chinese
vehicles, artillery, and weapons
stores from the Saudi-led forces, the China epidemic coronavirus is a bio-weapon, for
several different reasons. I have
he added.
Source:
no cause to rail against these
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020 people. As far back as 1988, I
Yemeni air defense forces and
/02/05/my-bottom-lines-on-the-chinadocumented astonishingly lax
their allies have targeted and
epidemic/
conditions in supposedly secure
shot down a Saudi-led coalition
bio-research labs, and the
reconnaissance drone in the
By Jon Rappoport
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distinct probability of all sorts of
germs escaping. I devoted many
pages in my book, AIDS INC.,
to a history of bio-war research,
grotesque animal experiments,
and incompetent safety
precautions in labs. I have
written about US companies and
government-connected
organizations sending bio-war
materials to Saddam Hussein in
the 1980s
(https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/201

you don’t know what he looks tomorrow. That researcher
like, how can you describe him? would suddenly find himself out
in the cold in his underwear. No
To bolster this point—in past
perks, no publisher, no job, no
articles, I’ve detailed how, in the reputation. And he knows this
cases of SARS and 2009 Swine UP FRONT. So he keeps his
Flu, the purported viruses
mouth shut and swallows his
seemed to disappear. That is,
objections. For instance, in
they couldn’t be found in
1987, I had a highly respected
patients. Yet, reported case
virologist tell me he KNEW
numbers of the “virus
there was a serious problem in
epidemics” continued to expand. calling HIV the cause of AIDS,
One very real possibility looms: but he and his colleagues were
5/01/24/of-course-saddam-had-wmds- the researchers never actually
going to “take a pass on this
how-the-us-knew/).
found, located, isolated, and
one.” He saw the political
identified these viruses in the
landscape. He knew there was a
Proving that this Chinese
first place. Therefore, any
rig-job in progress. The human
coronavirus is a bio-weapon is a published genetic sequences of implications of naming a
different matter. If, as proposed, these viruses were, to put in
meaningless item as the cause of
there are peculiarities in the
kindly, entirely irrelevant.
illness and death? Did he even
genetic sequence of the virus,
pause and think about that?
and it has therefore been
And therefore, to infer from
Regardless, he shrugged and
tinkered with by humans…well, those genetic sequences that
turned his attention to other
perhaps that is correct. I don’t such chimerical viruses were
matters. An overarching rule: the
know. However, I have deeper actually bio-weapons…well, that researchers who disagree with
and more basic suspicions about would be miles off the mark.
the forced consensus don’t get
published genetic sequences of
published in “respected
viruses, from which that
Many people would turn purple journals,” so their colleagues
assertion is derived. Meaning: I and apoplectic at the idea that
and the public never hear about
don’t automatically accept the published genetic sequences
them.
published sequences as true or could be con jobs, hustles, and
accurate or real.
giant errors. But very early on, Moving on—THE VIRUS is a
in the 1980s, I discovered how fake propaganda idea that has
For example, my most recent
researchers will toe the official traditionally been used to cover
article
line, out of fear. Imagine a
up vast crimes and the
(https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/202 mainstream researcher
destruction of human life in
0/02/04/the-chinese-virus-hiv-and-a- contacting the World Health
ways that have nothing to do
stranger-on-a-train/) included a
Organization, or a premier
with germs. THE VIRUS is one
very troubling interview that
medical journal, and saying:
of the greatest cover stories ever
challenged the original isolation “Your genetic roadmap of Virus invented. I’ve explained how
and identification of HIV—as in, X…I’m not getting the same
propaganda about viruses is
did researchers ever really find result. My map is completely
made to stand in for corporate
that virus? If they didn’t, we
different from yours. I’m not
and government crimes that
would be looking at fraud on a even sure I’m sequencing a
make people sick and kill them:
mind-boggling level…and any virus. Will you examine my
contaminated water supplies;
so-called genetic sequencing of finding? We need more
lack of basic sanitation; giant
the virus would be impossible, independent work. What the hell toxic agricultural farms;
except as gross error or fraud. If is going on?” Here today, gone industrial poison-pollution;
you can’t find the culprit and
10
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hunger; starvation; proteincalorie malnutrition; fertile farm
land stolen from native people
by corporations and
governments; toxic medical
drugs and vaccines; and now, in
Wuhan and other Chinese cities,
unprecedented mixtures of toxic
air pollution, causing lung
damage. The basic theme is:
DON’T LOOK AT ALL THOSE
CRIMES, JUST FOCUS ON
THE VIRUS AS THE ONLY
PROBLEM. This is sheer
invention.
Next: in fake epidemics, case
numbers are always inflated by
the devious use of categories
that label and count people who
aren’t sick, will not get sick, will
only experience something on
the order of mild flu, or who are
only numbers in computermodeled predictions.
I documented the astounding
fraud perpetrated by the CDC in
2009, when the overwhelming
percentage of tissue samples
from so-called Swine Flu
patients revealed they didn’t
have ANY KIND OF FLU. And
the CDC went on to estimate
there were 22 MILLION cases
of Swine Flu in the US in 2009.
The most widely used tests used
to diagnose and label people as
“case numbers of the virus” and
“sick” and “infected” are
inherently flawed. For different
reasons, the antibody and PCR
tests do NOT prove that people
are ill or are going to become ill.
This fact, of course, leaves a
gaping hole in the assessments
of “epidemics.” It also forces

patients into toxic treatments
strokes, in this article, is
they do not need. It puts a potent explained more fully in my
fearful diagnosis in their minds recent articles.
that is entirely wrong.
I raise one more question for
There is now a rush to develop a your serious consideration. If
new vaccine against the Chinese highly toxic pollution in the air,
coronavirus. I’ve warned readers in Chinese cities, is causing deep
that at least two of these vaccine lung damage, and if the Chinese
technologies—DNA and RNA government is covering that up
vaccines—are experimental and with a story about a virus—what
have never been openly licensed is now happening to the millions
for use on the public. Therefore, of Chinese people locked down,
the population of Earth—if these with nowhere to go, trapped in
vaccines are deployed—will
those cities—breathing the air?
unknowingly step up to the plate
in a vast guinea-pig test. DNA P.S. Several readers have sent
vaccines alter the genetic
me significant emails stating that
makeup of recipients
Wuhan is a global center of 5G
PERMANENTLY, in
technology and deployment. I
unpredictable ways. RNA
have written about the health
vaccines carry the admitted risk dangers of 5G
of causing auto-immune
(https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/tag/
reactions. Basically, this means 5g/). Is this yet another nonthe body would attack itself. The coronavirus vector for disease
vaccine is the hammer in this
and damage? It would certainly
dangerous “epidemic” stage
not surprise me. I have not had
play. It is one of the extreme
the time to look into this
payoffs for having fomented fear thoroughly. For the present, at
and the desire to “obey
least, I leave the job to others.
authorities.”
Well, I thought I was through
In this “epidemic” and past
writing this piece, but I need to
similar instances, friends and
make another crucial point. As
colleagues have sent
you can see from the list of
assessments up the flagpole
crimes I mentioned above,
which are far different from
where corporations and
mine. They are still my friends governments are making people
and colleagues. I make no
sick and killing them—and then
attempt to stir conflict among us. using the cover story of a virus
We agree on many vital issues. to hide their crimes—illness and
We will continue to agree.
death can come and do come
from multiple causes. However,
All right—that’s my snapshot. the public finds it hard to accept
This is where I stand, for the
and understand this. Most people
present, on the China
would rather seek out THE ONE
coronavirus situation. Every
THING that is the explanation.
point I’ve made, in broad
There is a deep psychological
11
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need to discover THE ONE.
York’s obsessive deluge of hit
That is a reason why THE
pieces revolve around British
VIRUS cover story works so
academics Tim Hayward and
well. IT is portrayed as the
Piers Robinson, as well as
single cause and the single evil. independent journalist Vanessa
It is the psychological magnet to Beeley.
which all sorts of particles
attach. This addiction has to be York’s twelfth such hit piece is
conquered. And this paragraph is much like the preceding eleven:
a short version of what would be it omits
an 800-page book on the subject. (https://twitter.com/leftworks1/status/1
222591532030746630?s=20)
crucial facts
Nobody Sets Out To fundamentally
(https://twitter.com/BenjaminNorton/st
Become A War atus/1222893989902180353?s=20), it
Propagandist. It hides
(https://twitter.com/KoenSwinkels/statu
Just Sort Of
s/1222430761489330176?s=20) the
shady nature of its sourcing
Happens
(https://twitter.com/BenjaminNorton/st
atus/1222899113038974977?s=20), it
makes outright false claims
(https://twitter.com/PhilipWatson_/stat
us/1222487409377665024), and will
only be believed by individuals
who either don’t research this
subject very deeply or whose
paychecks depend on their not
thinking about it too hard. But,
more importantly, it’s his twelfth
such hit piece.
Source:
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2020/01/3
1/nobody-sets-out-to-become-a-warpropagandist-it-just-sort-of-happens/

By Caitlin Johnstone
Senior Huffington Post UK
editor Chris York has published
what is by my count
(https://twitter.com/caitoz/status/12228
84559533957120) his twelfth
smear piece against a small
group of academics and
independent journalists who’ve
expressed skepticism of
establishment Syria narratives.

y/vanessa-beeley-canadatour_uk_5dea2ac7e4b0d50f32b1c802)

after smear piece
(https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entr
y/vanessa-beeley-syria-piersrobinson_uk_5c570a53e4b087104754
71a6) after smear piece
(https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entr
y/labour-mp-chris-williamson-vanessabeeley_uk_5b7adee4e4b018b93e96378
4) about her.

Now Beeley, Hayward and
Robinson all do great work
asking the important questions
that no one else is asking about
the many
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
the-12-strongest-arguments-thatdouma-was-a-false-flag77d300b495c2), many
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=h8kK1I8on3k) glaring plot holes
(http://syriapropagandamedia.org/jam
es-le-mesurier-a-reconstruction-of-hisbusiness-activities-and-covert-role) in

the narratives we’re being fed
about what’s happening in Syria
by the western political/media
class. I am a fan. But only a
relatively tiny number of people
have ever heard of them. I don’t
want to minimize the importance
of what they do, but they are
A dozen smear articles. A
dozen. Not against politicians. generally unheard of outside of
small esoteric internet circles
Not against powerful
government leaders or massive which focus on deep dives into
questionable government
celebrities. York’s smears
focus on two professors with narratives about Syria.
some 22,000 Twitter followers
We can take it as a given, then,
between them both, and
that Huffington Post UK‘s goal
Beeley, whom York himself
with these relentless smear
refers to as an “obscure
pieces is not to generate clicks or
blogger”
(https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entr organic virality. No normal
person is scrolling through their
y/vanessa-beeley-syria-whitehelmets_uk_5ad9b6cae4b03c426dad48 social media feed and going
a9) while authoring smear
“Oh I do hope there’s some
piece
(https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entr
12
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fresh gossip about Piers
Robinson today!”

this one
herd from any potential outbreak
(https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entr of wrongthink.
y/media-on-trial-leeds-cancelsyria_uk_5aeafb68e4b00f70f0efda75)

Nor is the goal to educate the
Nobody sets out to become a
celebrates the Leeds City
public with important
propagandist. No eight year-old
Council
cancelling
the
event.
pertinent information. Even if
kid is sitting around dreaming of
York’s hit pieces contained lots
one day selling her integrity to
If
you
look
at
who’s
sharing
of accurate information (and
help the western empire
they don’t), you wouldn’t need York’s latest smear piece on
manufacture consent for the
Twitter
(
https://twitter.com/search?
twelve articles to say “Hey the
deployment of more highly
ideas these people are sharing q=The%20%27useful%20idiots
profitable military equipment to
%27%3A%20How%20these
are harmful in the following
yet another resource-rich
%20British%20academics%20helped
ways.” You could say it once
geostrategic region.
%20Russia%20deny%20war
and move on to reporting on %20crimes%20at%20the
the many, many, many
%20UN&src=typed_query), you’ll It just kind of happens. You go
important stories that are
to journalism school, you get a
notice that a weirdly large
unfolding around the world as percentage of them are bluejob, if you’re clever you learn
we speak. The goal is not to
that there’s some coverage
checkmarked accounts which
inform.
which gets rewarded and some
pour a lot of time and energy
which gets you marginalized,
into managing the dominant
So what is the goal?
and before you know it you’re
narrative about Syria. I don’t
sitting at your desk typing up
know what chat groups or
The goal is narrative
your twelfth smear piece about
private message boards this
management.
some small time teachers and
article appeared in, but it
generated a lot of social media bloggers and wondering what
If you look through York’s
the hell happened to your life.
firepower very quickly.
smear jobs
(https://twitter.com/caitoz/status/12228 The purpose of these smear
Rising‘s Krystal Ball and Saagar
84559533957120), you’ll notice
pieces is not to generate clicks, Enjati did a great segment
many of them aren’t even
and it is not to inform the public. (https://youtu.be/j6Ia02L1qQo) a few
actually addressed to the public. It’s to manipulate public
months ago where they laid out
The ones about Robinson and
all the various kinds of pressure
thought. It’s to deplatform
Hayward are really addressed to voices which are skeptical of
to defend the establishment line
the academic institutions which what we’re being told to believe that you’ll experience when you
employ them, designed to
about a nation long targeted by get a job with a mainstream
pressure them into ceasing to do the western empire for regime media outlet, speaking from
so (and proclaiming victory
their own experience in such
change
when that campaign is perceived (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/ outlets.
to have succeeded). This smear the-us-empire-has-been-trying-toregime-change-syria-since-longpiece here
“There are certain pressures to
before-2011-40d4e6648d54
),
it’s
to
(https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entr
stay in good with the
provide a resource that other
y/pro-assad-academics-eventestablishment to maintain the
narrative managers can circulate access that is the life blood of
journaliststerror_uk_5ae03706e4b07560f396c8c and cite in their own spin jobs
political journalism,” Ball said
9) was clearly designed to help (https://twitter.com/leftworks1/status/1
in the segment. “So what do I
generate pressure for the Leeds 222968666456821767?s=20), and
mean? Let me give an example
Museum to cancel an event
it’s to inoculate the mainstream from my own career since
where all three of York’s targets
everything I’m saying here
were scheduled to speak, and
13
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really frankly applies to me too. down that path in the first
Back in early 2015 at MSNBC I place.”
did a monologue that some of
you may have seen pretty much “Right, and again, it’s not
begging Hillary Clinton not to necessarily intentional,” Ball
run. I said her elite ties were out added. “It’s that those are the
of step with the party and the
people that you’re surrounded
country, that if she ran she
with, so there becomes a groupwould likely be the nominee and think. And look, you are aware
would then go on to lose. No one of what you’re going to be
censored me, I was allowed to rewarded for and what you’re
say it, but afterwards the
going to be punished for, or not
Clinton people called and
rewarded for, like that definitely
complained to the MSNBC top plays in the mind, whether you
brass and threatened not to
want it to or not, that’s a
provide any access during the reality.”
upcoming campaign. I was told
that I could still say what I
York’s boss, HuffPo UK‘s
wanted, but I would have to get executive editor Jess Brammar,
any Clinton-related commentary shared York’s latest smear piece
cleared with the president of the on Twitter with a gushing thread
network. Now being a human
about what a “fascinating and
interested in maintaining my
important story” it is and
job, I’m certain I did less
whining that his is “subject to
critical Clinton commentary
abuse online” whenever he
after that than I maybe
publishes one of his many hit
otherwise would have.”
jobs against people who
remember Iraq.
“This is something that a lot of
people don’t understand,” Enjati That’s one hell of a pat on the
said. “It’s not necessarily that back if I ever saw one, and it’s
somebody tells you how to do
coming from an executive editor
your coverage, it’s that if you
who happens to currently serve
were to do your coverage that on the UK government’s
way, you would not be hired at Defence and Security Media
that institution. So it’s like if you Advisory (DSMA) Committee
do not already fit within this
(https://dsma.uk/the-committee/). The
framework, then the system is
DSMA Committee is a British
designed to not give you a voice. advisory body which functions
And if you necessarily did do
as an overlap between British
that, all of the incentive
journalism and the British
structures around your pay,
government in its responsibility
around your promotion, around for issuing DSMA Notices
your colleagues that are
(formerly known as “Dslapping you on the back, that notices”), which advise British
would all disappear. So it’s a
news outlets not to report on
system of reinforcement, which certain matters deemed sensitive
makes it so that you wouldn’t go to national security. This system
14

has previously been used to ask
that editors consult with the UK
government before reporting on
revelations in a 2010 WikiLeaks
publication.
I am sure that Chris York didn’t
set out to become a war
propagandist. He just found
himself funneled through the
same system of positive and
negative reinforcement as so
many other young, bright-eyed
journalists have before him, and
now here he is with a job his
family is proud of because
journalism is a noble profession,
surrounded by people telling
him he’s doing the right thing.
He’s got every incentive to stay
and keep doing what he’s doing,
and that little nagging he feels in
his heart in those quiet moments
alone is nothing a little alcohol
or other form of escapism can’t
numb.
But a propagandist he has indeed
become, like everyone else who
is successfully making their way
up the mainstream media ladder.
Keep smearing the dissident
voices, keep proving yourself a
loyal empire lackey, and the
rewards will keep on coming.
I’m sure that little nagging voice
inside that you can’t kill no
matter how hard you try is
totally worth it.
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Al-Qaeda’s Air
Force? Erdogan
Protecting HTS in
Idlib, Threatens to
Attack Advancing
Syrian Army

6 of its ‘soldiers’ and injured
many others, after coming under
heavy fire from the SAA. This
incident comes after reports of a
large Turkish military convoy
which had entered Idlib via the
“Kafr Loosen” crossing,
supposedly to help ‘monitor a
ceasefire’ from one of its
numerous (and increasingly
notorious) “observation posts”
which are dotted conspicuously
in parallel to positions held by
terrorist group Hay’at Tahrir alSham (HTS) formerly known as
Jabhat al-Nusra (al-Qaeda in
Syria).

the region and help to deal with
the movement of refugees and
IDP’s (internally displace
persons). Unfortunately, Turkish
and US-backed terrorist forces
have conveniently gamed the deescalation zones in order to
attack Syrian government forces
and maintain an air of
destablization, which has kept
the status quo of terrorist
occupation in lace. Turkey is
clearly on board with this
alternative agenda and is
supporting HTS and other
terrorists factions where it can.

According to the Russian
military, Turkey failed to notify
Russia and Syria through proper
channels about its convoy
Source:
https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/02/0 movements in Syria’s Idlib
governorate, causing the Turkish
3/al-qaedas-air-force-erdogandefends-hts-in-idlib-threatens-tovehicles to be hit by SAA shells.
attack-advancing-syrian-army/

Sultanism: Erdogan has regional
‘Al-Qaeda’s Air Force’
Over the last few months, the
ambitions
to reestablish Turkey as an
over Syria
Syrian Arab Army (SAA) and its
imperial player.
Russian allies have been
advancing into the heart of Idlib The Turkish Ministry of Defense Strangely, Turkey is still
has issued a statement today
province – the last remaining
claiming dominion over
terrorist stronghold in Syria. Not claiming that its forces came
sovereign Syrian territory, now
under heavy artillery fire in the erroneously claiming that
everyone is happy about the
effort by Damascus to retake is northern Syria, and that its
advances by the SAA in its own
own territorial areas in the north, forces have since retaliated by country are going to cause an
not least of all Turkish President attacking ‘unspecified’ SAA
influx of refugees into Turkey
targets
in
the
area.
Thus
far,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who is
and therefore any advances by
now threatening the SAA and its these reports are unconfirmed. If Syria to retake its own land must
allies with military force if they true, then NATO-member
cease in order to “save the
Turkey is now performing the refugees.” Clearly, this is a wellcontinue with operations to
dislodge Turkish and US-backed function of al-Qaeda’s Air Force worn ploy by now, used ad
terrorist forces currently holed over Syria.
nauseum by both Turkey and the
up in Idlib, and neighboring
US and its coalition partners – in
Under the Astana Peace Process, order to keep Syria from
Afrin.
stakeholders Russia, Turkey and liberating the entirety of its
Iran all agreed to a designated country.
The stakes increased over the
“de-escalation zone” in Idlib in
last 24 hours, after Turkish
claimed that the SAA had killed order to calm down fighting in One of the main problems with
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Turkey’s story is that it’s
Soon after last night’s
becoming increasingly difficult altercation, western mainstream
to tell who and who isn’t part of media reported that 13 Syrian
Turkey’s ever-changing military troops were killed by Turkey,
forces. Recently, Ankara has
while Erdogan himself released
officially absorbed the former
announcements claiming his
Free Syria Army (FSA) under its forces had killed some 30 or
military wing, but to make
more Syrian Army soldiers in
matters more confusing, this
retaliatory air and artillery
new Turkey-based division
strikes against SAA positions.
(comprised mainly of western However, both Syria and
and gulf-backed terrorist
Russian officials have so far
fighters) has been misleadingly reported that no such Turkish
named The Syrian National
response took place. Syria News
Army (SNA), presumably to
reports
represent a military wing of the (https://www.syrianews.cc/saa-killed6-turkish-soldiers-injured-moreSyrian opposition in exile
currently based in Istanbul. As erdogan-lied-about-retaliation/):
21WIRE revealed in 2019
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/11/2 “The Turkish ministry, like its
1/new-report-evidence-of-turkeys-war- president, lied to their people by
crimes-in-syria-with-isis-members-inadding: the Turkish forces
their-ranks/), this new SNA has
responded to the attack and
numerous ISIS and al Qaeda in
destroyed ‘enemy targets’ in
its ranks.
Idlib, claiming that the Syrian
forces carried out the attack
Accusation of its terrorist
despite being informed
deployments (https://www.albeforehand of the position of the
monitor.com/pulse/originals/2019/12/t
Turkish forces.
urkey-syria-russia-idlib-slips-throughankaras-fingers.html) have also

emerged in Libya, where Turkey
is backing the Tripoli-based
Government of National Accord
and has sent mercenary ‘troops’
(former FSA terrorists, now
under the SNA banner) to Libya
to help repel an offensive led by
Gen. Khalifa Haftar in January.
Undoubtedly, Turkey’s
increasing use of terrorist
brigades is damaging its
legitimacy as a NATO member.

no advanced information about
Turkish troops entering Syria,
not coordinated with them, and
they have not recorded any
Turkish retaliation and definitely
no Turkish fighter jets breaching
Syria’s air space.”
The ambiguity in Turkey’s
reporting shows that Ankara is
now struggling in the public
relations war, as its international
reputation continues to come
under fire.
For the last few years, Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad has
consistently vowed that, “Every
inch of Syria will be liberated.”
The question now remains: have
Ankara and Washington been
listening?

US Policy Vs. Iran:
Apex Desperation

(…) The Turkish madman
criminally announced that his
regime forces will remain on the
Syrian territories and lied that
they have retaliated against the
Syrian Army killing 30 soldiers.
Erdogan added that his fighter
Source: https://journaljets bombed Syrian posts, claims neo.org/2020/02/04/us-policy-vs-iranapex-desperation/
fake verified by Erdogan and his
propaganda machine no other
By Tony Cartalucci
source about any Turkish
response.

US policy versus Iran has reached
new heights of desperation and new
lows in terms of undermining
international law and norms.

The only response was the
Turkish war ministry
Questions About Turkey’s complaining to the Russian
Supposed ‘Retaliation’ Reconciliation Center in Syria,
In Washington’s losing battle to
Against SAA in Idlib
which in turn replied they had maintain hegemony in the
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Middle East at the expense of
the actual people and nations
that exist there – it has resorted
to high-level assassinations,
unilateral strikes against targets
within sovereign nations against
the expressed will of the
governments presiding over
them, all while exposing what
appears to be growing American
military, political, and economic
impotence.

touch foreign policy are exposed interests transcend US presidential
particularly in regards to Iran. administrations rather than find
themselves subjected to them.

Byman’s writings are important
to consider since Byman signed
his name alongside several other
prominent Brookings fellows
upon the institution’s 2009
paper, “Which Path to Persia?
Options for a New American
Strategy Toward Iran”
(https://www.brookings.edu/wp-

Byman’s recent article – one might
expect – would be full of revisions
and fresh ideas regarding US
foreign policy in the Middle East
and policy regarding Iran –
considering the plans laid out in the
2009 paper have dramatically
failed.

content/uploads/2016/06/06_iran_strat Instead it is filled with tired

egy.pdf), in which the
narratives including unfounded
In sharp contrast, nations like
accusations that Iran seeks nuclear
groundwork
for
everything
that
Russia and China have made
gains as Washington’s flagging unfolded before and since 2009 weapons or is funding “terrorism”
fortunes create a power vacuum regarding US policy toward Iran across the region rather than
reacting to real US-sponsored
was laid out in great detail.
in the region. Rather than
terrorism in the form of Al Qaeda,
replacing the US as regional
its affiliates and the so-called
hegemons themselves – Moscow The 2009 paper included US plans Islamic State in Iraq and Syria
and Beijing are extending their to undermine Iranian political and (ISIS).
social stability through targeting its
multipolar concept into the
economy and funding opposition
Middle East – assisting nations groups and protests – which the US It is now common knowledge that
these terrorist organizations have
in rebuilding themselves after
subsequently did. It included plans
years of US-engineered and led to fund and arm militants to carry been openly armed and backed
conflict, warding off additional out violence aimed at coercing or by the US and its allies in their
failed bid to overthrow the
conflict the US is attempting to overthrowing the Iranian
government of Syria, pressure the
use to reassert itself in the
government – which the US also
government of Iraq, and defeat
region, and allowing nations to did. It also included plans to
Houthi fighters in Yemen.
stand on their own and pursue covertly provoke war with Iran to
serve as a pretext for US-led regime
their own interests
Other tired narratives laid out by
independently of the traditional change – which the US is clearly Byman include feigning knowledge
and repeatedly attempting to do.
spheres of power established
of Israel’s role as a US proxy and
during the age of empires.
that Israeli aggression is used as an

More interesting still is that the
intermediary for Washington’s
paper also included plans to lure
US Think Tanks Out of Iran into a peace deal specifically regional designs.
for the US to make claims Tehran
Ideas
If US policymakers are this
failed to honor it and to serve as a
detached from reality – or at least
pretext for war. It is interesting
Corporate-funded US policy
their explanations to unwitting
because not only did the subsequent
think tank – the Brookings
audiences they are attempting to
“Iran Nuclear Deal” fulfill the
sell policy to are this detached – the
Institution – and one of its senior paper’s requirements, the
policies they are attempting to sell
fellows Daniel Byman – recently machination unfolded over the
will be entirely unsustainable. The
published an article titled, “Is
terms of two US presidents –
deterrence restored with Iran?,” Barrack Obama and Donald Trump growing public backlash and
in which several good points are – serving as a reminder that special increasing lack of cooperation from
opposing nations, neutral states,
made – but many more revealing interests drive US foreign policy, and even long-time US allies is
not America’s elected leaders, and
aspects of America’s
testament to this.
that the agendas of these special
increasingly sick and out of
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Lebanon, possesses extensive
Time is on Iran’s Side historical, cultural, religious,
economic, and military ties across
the region, and seeks selfByman’s article attempts to argue preservation alongside its allies –
that recent US aggression was
all factors that are likely to survive
aimed at restoring “deterrence.”
even the most extreme forms of
Since the US is in the Middle East, aggression and interference by
oceans and continents away from Washington.
its own shores, occupying nations
surrounding Iran illegally, coercing Washington on the other hand
others to accept perpetually hosting indeed faces growing discontent at
US troops and suffer US
home, limits placed on its military
interference, the term “deterrence” adventurism by both improved
is entirely inappropriate.
military technology possessed by
The recent US aggression was
meant instead as an attempt to
reassert US primacy in the region
by beating back Iranian gains
toward uprooting it. But US
aggression at this level doesn’t
signal strength or resolve – it
signals recklessness and
desperation – recklessness and
desperation Tehran most certainly
has taken note of.
Byman does make important
admissions. At one point he admits
(emphasis added):
Resolve may also favor the
Iranians. Even ignoring President
Trump’s vacillations on the use of
force in the Middle East and on
whether or not to negotiate with
Iran, Americans are increasingly
weary of deploying troops in the
Middle East and skeptical of war
with Iran. Iran, for its part, sees a
friendly regime in Iraq as a vital
interest and otherwise is playing a
long game in the Middle East.
Even more important, the United
States has threatened the Iranian
regime’s survival, its ultimate vital
interest.

increasingly unattractive narratives
a growing number of people both in
policy circles and even in the
general public will turn away from.

Like any enterprise – US hegemony
has over the decades attracted many
investors and shareholders. And
like any enterprise – when times
change and the business model used
to sustain that enterprise is no
longer viable, significant reforms
must be made or investors and
shareholders should begin to divest
and look elsewhere for better
nations it is targeting and the reality fortunes. Considering US policy
of a global economy in
toward Iran and many other nations
transformation.
appears hopelessly mired and
increasingly desperate with no
The US is still capable of inflicting signs of legitimate reforms in the
immense damage against Iran and works, investors and shareholders
its allies in the region. Iran – while most certainly should begin
noting US recklessness and
divesting and looking elsewhere.
desperation – will continue to
pursue a policy of patient
Only time will tell what will take
persistence. Iran’s strategy is
the place of the current interests
augmented by support from Russia driving US foreign policy, but what
and China who are likewise
is certain is that US foreign policy
patiently waiting out the terminal in its current form is in terminal
decline of America’s unipolar world decline. Its designs toward Iran in
order.
particular will complicate the lives
of and inflict suffering upon the
Iranian people, but the designs laid
Apex Desperation
out in 2009 by US policymakers
and pursued ever since have failed
Continuing a policy that is entirely to reap the desired results. Little the
unsustainable is a mixture of
US can do now can change this.
desperation and delusion. Byman
and others serving US special
Apex desperation is often
interests within the halls of
followed by calamitous defeat
America’s corporate-funded policy and decline. An example of this in
think tanks are unable to openly
US history was clearly
discuss the need to pivot away from demonstrated throughout the
policies predicated on global
Vietnam War until its conclusion.
hegemony and toward the more
Very rarely do individuals,
sustainable multipolar policies
enterprises, or nations that reach
pursued by nations like Russia and the desperation US foreign policy
China now displacing American
versus Iran has reached make
power and influence around the
their way successfully through it
globe.
– and nothing being said, written,

And indeed, this is entirely true –
time is on Iran’s side. It is a nation
that resides in the Middle East,
But because of this, US
neighbors Iraq, is in close
policymakers will continue to sell
proximity to Yemen, Syria, and
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or done in Washington suggests
that the US will fare any
differently this time.

